




Corporate Strategies for Breaking Through 
Today’s Chaotic Business Environment 
̿In Search of Compatibility of Investments at Home and Abroad̿



































































































































































































































































































































































   ⾲㸫㸯 ἲேᡤᚓ⛯ᐇຠ⛯⋡ࡢᅜ㝿ẚ㍑
 ᅜྡ      ᅜ⛯   ᆅ᪉⛯   ᐇຠ⛯⋡
 ᪥  ᮏ    27.98    11.56   39.54㸣
 ࢔࣓ࣜ࢝    32.74     6.55   39.29㸣
 ࣇࣛࣥࢫ    34.43      0   34.43㸣
 ࢻ࢖ ࢶ    15.83    14.35   30.18㸣
 ࢖ࢠࣜࢫ    28.00      0   28.00㸣
 㡑  ᅜ    25.00    2.50    27.50㸣
 ୰  ᅜ    25.00          25.00㸣 
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㸧%XVLQHVV:HHN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㸧஭ἑⰋᬛࠕࢢ࣮ࣟࣂࣝ໬࡬ࡢ㐺ᛂ࡜➇தඃ఩ࡢᅜ㝿⤒Ⴀᡓ␎ ࠖ
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